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Boron-doped diamond undergoes an insulatormetal or even a super ondu ting transition at some riti al value
of the dopant on entration. We study the equilibrium latti e parameter and bulk modulus of boron-doped
diamond experimentally and in the framework of the density fun tional method for dierent levels of boron
doping. We theoreti ally onsider the possibility for the boron atoms to o upy both substitutional and interstitial positions and investigate their inuen e on the ele troni stru ture of the material. The obtained data
suggest that boron softens the latti e, but softening due to substitutions of arbon with boron is mu h weaker
than due to in orporation of boron into interstitial positions. Theoreti al results obtained for substitution of
arbon are in a very good agreement with our experiment. We present a on entration dependen e of the latti e
parameter in boron-doped diamond, whi h an be used for an identi ation of the levels of boron doping in
future experiments.
PACS: 61.05. p, 61.72.S-, 71.20.-b, 74.70.Ad

1. INTRODUCTION

Diamond is a wide-band gap semi ondu tor, whi h
is well known for its extreme hardness, hemi al inertness, and high thermal ondu tivity. In reasing interest in studies of both doped natural diamonds and highlevel doped syntheti diamonds [1℄ is aused by a disovery of profound inuen e of dopants on their physi al properties. In parti ular, doping diamond with
boron leads to the insulatormetal transition [2℄. It
was shown in Ref. [3℄ that the behavior of doped diamonds an be des ribed in terms of one a eptor, and
the boron appeared as a likely andidate for the a eptor enter. Ele tri ondu tivity measurements of
diamond revealed that for boron on entrations higher
than some riti al value n , estimated as 2.21 at. %, the
* E-mail: ezare hnayayahoo. om
** E-mail: eyvaz isaevyahoo. om

ondu tivity on the metalli side of the transition at
low temperature followed a T m law. For just-metalli
samples, m was found to be 1/3, tending to 1/2 at
higher on entrations [2℄. There was some un ertainty
in predi tions of n above whi h metalli ondu tion
o urred [ ; 7℄.

24

A sharp super ondu ting transition near 4 K
for diamond with high boron
on entration
(nB
: 2.84 at. %) in samples synthesized at
high pressure (89 GPa) and high temperature
(25002800 K) was re ently reported in [8℄.
In
previous studies of boron-doped thin lms, a dire t inuen e of the boron on entration on the holephonon
oupling strength and the super ondu ting transition
temperature T was obtained [46℄. The phenomenon
was studied theoreti ally from rst prin iples within
the so- alled virtual rystal approximation [ ; ; ℄.
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Relative variation of the latti e parameter in
boron-doped diamomd as a fun tion of the boron onentration nB (a0 is the theoreti al equilibrium latti e
parameter of undoped diamond). Crosses denote our
experimental results; solid ir les and solid squares orrespond to al ulated super ells with boron at substitutional and interstitial positions, respe tively. The
experimental results reported earlier are also shown
for omparison: Æ, 4  [5℄;   [14℄;   [15℄;
O  [16℄;   [17℄. The inset magnies the lowon entration region for larity

Fig. 1.

The ele troni stru ture of boron-doped diamond
(BDD) has also been studied using both experimental [6, 7℄ and ab initio super ell methods [8, 11℄.
X-ray absorption and emission spe tros opy measurements for metalli (nB
: at. %) and semi ondu ting
(0.03 at. % B and N) doped diamond lms have shown
a metalli partial density of states. From the X-ray absorption spe trum of BDD, the impurity states near the
Fermi level have been attributed to boron. The experimentally observed strong hybridization between boron
p states and arbon p states has been supported by
al ulations, whi h used the dis rete variational X
method [6℄. In summary, it has been shown experimentally that for heavily boron-doped samples, the valen e
band near the Fermi level had a degenerate-metal pi ture in ontrast to the impurity band model [12℄ and
the holes-in-the-valen e band model [13℄.
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We emphasize that although the doping level is of
ru ial importan e for the properties of BDD, its experimental determination is a nontrivial task. Most
often, the boron omposition is obtained from the onentration dependen e of the latti e parameter. But
as an be seen from Fig. 1, there is no agreement between the data available in the literature. Experimental data on the dependen e of the latti e parameter
on the boron on entration in diamonds synthesized
by dierent methods (high pressure and high temperature doping or hemi al vapor deposition) and studied by dierent groups (Refs. [ ; 17℄) dier substantially from ea h other. In Ref. [14℄, a de rease in the
latti e parameter with an in rease in the boron ontent up to 0.1 at. % was observed; above this value,
the latti e parameter in reased, whi h was interpreted
as the ee t of in orporation of boron into interstitial sites [14℄. In other papers [ ; ℄, only the inrease in the latti e parameter with the in rease in the
boron ontent was reported. The results obtained in
Ref. [16℄ were ompared with the predi tions of Vegard's law, whi h assumes that hanges in the latti e
parameter are proportional to the impurity on entration. This law turned out to perfe tly mat h the behavior of the latti e parameter of the BDD for boron onentrations below 0.15 at. % studied in Ref. [16℄. Subsequently, se ondary-ion mass spe tros opy was used
in [17℄ for measurements of the boron ontent, whi h
showed that the internal strain introdu ed by substitutional boron atoms is smaller than that expe ted from
Vegard's law. At the same time, there are some un ertainties in the interpretation of the results of se ondaryion mass spe tros opy and X-ray mi roprobe measurements. Be ause both methods provide the data on the
total amount of boron in a sample, it is di ult to distinguish between boron related to BDD and the possible boron- ontaining pre ipitates [18℄. As a matter of
fa t, the purity of samples is often ontrolled by the
X-ray dira tion measurements, whi h in many ases
does not allow dete ting a small amount of impurity
phases. But their presen e in the sample an seriously
ae t the interpretation of se ondary-ion mass spe tros opy and X-ray mi roprobe results.
Possible aggregation of boron atoms in diamond was
studied in Ref. [19℄; the authors on luded that a pair
of interstitial boron atoms was energeti ally unstable
and should be ex luded. Moreover, the pair was not a
shallow a eptor in ontrast to the results of ARPES [7℄
and X-ray experiments [6℄. At the same time, experimental and theoreti al studies onrmed that in the
ase of BDD with high level of doping, boron atoms
ould o upy interstitial positions in ontrast to lightly
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doped diamond, where boron is believed to substitute
arbon atoms [ ; ; ℄.
Based on the dis ussion above, and in the absen e
of onsisten y between available experimental data,
we an expe t that besides the boron ontent, there
are additional fa tors (for example, poor stress relaxation in diamonds synthesized by both high-pressure
high-temperature doping and hemi al vapor deposition) that inuen e the unit ell parameter of BDD.
This strongly motivates theoreti al al ulations of the
ground-state properties of BDD. Although it is unlikely
that theory an a ount for all possible fa tors that inuen e the properties of BDD, it an supply experimentalists with helpful information on the ideal ase, whi h
an be used for the proper interpretation of many interesting phenomena (in parti ular, super ondu tivity)
observed in BDD.
In this paper, we systemati ally investigate the
BDD matrix. We present the results of our ombined
theoreti al and experimental studies of equilibrium latti e parameters and bulk moduli of BDD at dierent
boron on entrations. Theoreti ally, we onsider boron
at the substitutional as well as in the interstitial positions, and study its inuen e on the ele troni stru ture of the material. From the omparison of the theoreti ally determined on entration dependen e of the
bulk modulus with our experimental data we on lude
that the model where boron atoms o upy substitutional positions is in better agreement with experiment.
Our on entration dependen e of the latti e parameters
al ulated for this model an therefore be used for an
identi ation of the boron doping level in future experiments.

quantitative hemi al analysis, a Camebax SX50 miroprobe analyzer employing a PAP (Pou hou  Pi hoir
method) orre tion pro edure was used.
In our studies, the doping of diamond by boron was
simulated using a number of super ells with up to 64
atoms, where one arbon atom was substituted by a
boron atom (BC ) or one boron atom was lo ated in
an interstitial position (BI ). Total energy al ulations
for the super ells were performed using the all-ele tron proje tor augmented waves method [24, 25℄ implemented in the Vienne ab initio simulation pa kage [26℄.
Plane waves with the kineti energy up to 400 eV were
used in the expansion of the ele tron wave fun tion in a
periodi rystal. We also arried out onvergen e tests
with respe t to the ut-o energy. It was found that
the total energy al ulated for the uto value 900 eV
diered by only 1.2 meV from the one al ulated with
the kineti energy uto 400 eV. Thus, the latter value
was found to be su ient for theoreti al determination of the latti e parameter. Ex hange- orrelation effe ts were treated by means of the generalized gradient approximation [27℄. Integration over the Brillouin
zone was performed by means of the linear tetrahedron
method with Blö hl's orre tion [28℄. The total energy
al ulations for super ells ontaining 8 and 16 atoms
were arried out with   k -point mesh; for 32and 64-atom super ells, the number of k -points in the
Brillouin zone was redu ed to   . The onvergen e of the total energy with respe t to k -points was
better than 0.5 meV/atom. The Hellman  Feynman
for e theorem was used to minimize the total energy
with respe t to internal relaxations. For es a ting on
3 eV/Å.
ea h atom were onverged with toleran e

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DETAILS

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6 10 20

OF CALCULATIONS

A series of BDD samples was synthesized using
a high-pressure and high-temperature te hnique des ribed elsewhere [18, 21℄. The samples were studied by the X-ray powder dira tion method using a
high-brillian e FRD RIGAKU dira tometer (MoK
radiation, 60 mA, 55 kV, APEX CCD area dete tor) [22℄. High-purity gold (99.99995 % purity, Good
Fellow In .) was used as the internal standard. Unertainty in the determined latti e parameters was not
worse than 0.0001 Å. The ompressibility of one of these
samples [23℄ was measured using the diamond anvil ell
te hnique and syn hrotron radiation. The hemi al
omposition and texture of the samples were studied
using a LEO-1530 s anning ele tron mi ros ope. For
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Experimental and al ulated latti e parameters and
bulk moduli of pure diamond and BDD as a fun tion of the boron ontent are shown in Figs. 13.
From the mi roprobe analysis for BDD samples synthesized from B4 C/C mixture, we obtained the boronon entration values 1.67(0.71) at. %, 1.77(0.91) at. %,
and 2.64(0.58) at. % (averaged over at least 70 data
points, with standard deviations given in parenthesis).
The respe tive latti e parameters are 3.57598(12) Å,
3.5774(1) Å, and 3.5725(2) Å (Fig. 1). In prin iple,
angle-dispersive mi roprobe analysis allows determining boron ontent quite pre isely (within 0.2 at. %),
even in the arbon matrix. But as was dis ussed in
Refs. [18, 21℄, signi ant un ertainties in the determination of the boron on entration in BDD are related to
894
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a ontamination of the material by boron arbides B4 C
and B50 C2 , whi h o urs in any urrently known highpressure and high-temperature synthesis experiments.
A ording to X-ray powder dira tion, our samples
ontain about 2 wt. % of B4 C. The ele tron mi roprobe
beam ex ites about m3 of the sample material, and
unevenly distributed submi ron-size grains of arbide
result in signi ant point-to-point variations of boron
on entrations.
From our ab initio al ulations, we obtained the
latti e parameter a
: Å and the bulk modulus B
GPa for pure diamond using the thirdorder Bir h  Murnaghan equation of state [29℄, in good
agreement with experimental values (a
: Å [30℄
and B
GPa [31, 32℄). We have found that the
latti e parameter and the bulk modulus are ae ted
dierently by the boron doping depending on whether
the boron position in the rystal is substitutional or
interstitial. The latti e parameter of BDD with boron
in an interstitial position tends to be larger ompared
to the substitutional ase, irrespe tive of the super ell
size at a given boron on entration nB (see Fig. 1). For
example, for nB
: at. % in diamond, the expansion
of the latti e is about 0.34 % for the substitutional position, whi h is in good agreement with the result in
Ref. [19℄. At the same time, the expansion is about
1.9 % for a similar on entration of boron pla ed in the
interstitial positions. Unfortunately, it is di ult to
dire tly ompare theoreti al data on the latti e parameter with the experimental data be ause of the total
in onsisten y of the latter.
We also ompared our results with Vegard's model.
Using experimental values of densities for diamond
(3.51 g/ m3 ) and B4 C (2.48 g/ m3 ), the molar volumes
of the ompounds were obtained. These data were real ulated to the volumes of unit ells orresponding to
the diamond stru ture (Fig. 2). A perfe t agreement
is observed between Vegard's law and the theoreti ally
investigated dependen e of the latti e parameter on the
boron on entration for substitutional impurities at low
doping levels (less than 2 at. %). At higher boron onentration, ab initio theory predi ts small negative deviations of the on entration dependen e of the latti e
parameter from Vegard's law, as an be seen in Fig. 2.
For the substitutional positions of boron impurities,
we also found a linear dependen e of the bulk modulus
on the boron on entration in diamond (Fig. 3). Re ent
experimental observations [23℄ suggested small hanges
in the bulk modulus in BDD in omparison with pure
diamond. In fa t, the experimentally obtained bulk
modulus of pure diamond is 443 GPa [31, 32℄ versus
436 GPa for BDD investigated in Ref. [28℄, whi h or-
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Fig. 2. Con entration dependen e of the latti e parameters ratio for boron-doped diamond (a) and diamond
(a0 ), al ulated from the rst prin iples for substitutionally doped samples (solid lled ir les) and obtained
by Vegard's law (open ir les)

responds to a weak de rease in the bulk modulus by
about 1.58 %.
We note that the sample examined in that work
orresponds to the one denoted by number 3 in our
experimental results presented in Fig. 1. In view of
a large error in the determination of the boron ontent, the position of this experimental point in Fig. 3
an be lo ated at the on entration as low as 2 at. %.
This gives an estimation of the maximum ee t of the
boron doping on the bulk modulus of BDD, whi h is
rather weak. A ording to the results of our al ulations, the interpolated bulk modulus for substitutional
boron doping at the doping level of 2 at. % is 421 GPa,
and the de rease in the bulk modulus is only about
1.87 %, in good agreement with the experiment. On the
ontrary, the interstitial boron doping leads to a mu h
larger de rease in the bulk modulus down to 401.5 GPa
at the same doping level or by 6.04 %. Thus, the al ulated values of the bulk modulus obtained in the model
with substitutional boron are in a mu h better agreement with the experiment. A relatively sharp de rease
in the bulk modulus with in reasing boron on entration obtained within the model of interstitially doped
895
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The equilibrium latti e parameter a0 obtained from the total energy al ulations for BBD in
the substitutional and interstitial impurity positions.
The unrelaxed ase, aunrel
, orresponds to al ulations
0
with all the atoms at the sites of the ideal diamond latti e (in luding the interstitial positions). In the relaxed
ase, arel
0 , internal positions in the super ell were optimized, and therefore the for es a ting on all the atoms
are nearly zero
Table 1.

B; GPa

400

300

System

200
0

òîì

4

8

12

nB , at. % aunrel
, Å arel
0
0 , Å

Substitutional
B atom

1.563
3.125
6.25
12.5

3.580
3.586
3.598
3.623

3.580
3.585
3.597
3.622

Interstitial
B atom

1.538
3.03
5.88

3.609
3.639
3.700

3.609
3.640
3.703

3.820

3.842

B ; at.%

n

11.1

Dependen e of the bulk modulus on the boron
on enration. Experimental results obtained in this paper are shown with rosses; the error bars for the determination of the boron on entration are the same as in
Fig. 1. Cal ulated results of the bulk moduli for BBD
with substitutional ( ir les) and interstitial (squares)
boron impurities are also shown

Fig. 3.

diamond might be onsidered as a onsequen e of the
phonon softening in the C + BI system. In fa t, our
preliminary al ulations show that there are imaginary
frequen ies for some phonon modes of an 8-atom ubi
diamond matrix with a ell- entered boron atom. We
note that the ell was fully optimized with respe t to
the ell parameters and atomi oordinates.
In Tables 13, the ee t of lo al atomi relaxations
on the latti e parameters and total energies of the investigated systems is presented. We nd that the ideal
CC bond length does not hange onsiderably (Table 2). In fa t, the hange is about 3 % of the ideal
bond length for substitutional boron, and about 2 %
in the ase of interstitial boron. The relatively small
lo al displa ements of atoms o the ideal latti e sites
are in agreement with the results obtained for similar
systems, e. g., (Ga, Mn)As [33, 34℄. But be ause bonds
are mu h stier in diamond, the ontribution to the total energy due to lo al latti e relaxations is signi ant
(Table 3). The total energy dieren e between relaxed
and unrelaxed 64-atom super ells with one boron atom
in the substitutional position is about
meV; for

150

Bond length lBC between a boron atom
and the nearest arbon atom, its hange 4 in omparison with the ideal ase in absolute values, and the
relative hange (in %) al ulated for two models, with
substitutional and interstitial boron atoms

Table 2.

System
Substitutional
B atom

Interstitial
B atom

nB , at. % lBC , Å
1.563
3.125
6.25

 , %

1.590
1.593
1.598

0.043 2.78
0.046 2.97
0.051 3.30

12.5

1.597

0.050 3.23

1.538
3.03
5.88
11.1

1.576
1.581
1.591
1.567

0.029
0.034
0.044
0.020

1.87
2.20
2.84
1.29

the interstitial boron atom, the dieren e is an order
of magnitude larger, about
: meV. In parti ular,
our preliminary estimates show that the impurity solution energy may de rease by about 25 % for the interstitial boron atom and by more than 50 % for the substitutional boron atom ompared to al ulations that
do not take lo al latti e relaxations into a ount. We
on lude that any simulations of the boron doping in
diamond must in lude the ee t of lo al relaxations.
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Contribution to the total energy of BBD
due to lo al latti e relaxations (the relaxation energy
E rel) al ulated for two models, with substitutional
and interstitial boron atoms

1.563
3.125
6.25
12.5

Interstitial
B atom

1.538
3.03
5.88
11.1

= 1 563

=26
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We studied the ele troni stru ture of BDD with
the boron atoms in the substitutional and interstitial positions for fully relaxed super ells with 32 and
64 atoms. The al ulated densities of ele tron states
also behave dierently for substitutional and interstitial boron atoms. The results of al ulations are presented in Figs. 4 and 5, where we show the density of
states for 64-atom super ells. This orresponds to the
boron on entration 1.563 at. % for substitutional and
1.538 at. % for interstitial positions of the impurities.
We have to note that the al ulated band gap about
4.0 eV is 30 % smaller than the experimental one, as
expe ted for standard density-fun tional-theory al ulations. It slightly hanges with doping.
In a ordan e with experiment [7℄ and previous
theoreti al observations [11℄, our al ulated density
of states for the substitutional boron atoms demonstrates a metalli hara ter, with a nite number of
ele tron states at the Fermi level. The valen e band
width 21 eV is slightly hanged by doping with boron
atoms, whi h introdu es holes in the diamond valen e
band, and pushes bands up. We see that for BDD
with nB
:
at. % with boron in the substitutional positions, a shallow a eptor band lies in a few
tenths of ele tronvolt above the Fermi level and has the
band width 0.5 eV, in good agreement with experiment
(0.37 eV [35℄) and previous theoreti al data (0.60 eV
for nB
: at. % [11℄). The value of the total density
of states at the Fermi level in our al ulations is 0.029
state per eV per diamond unit ell, whi h is very lose
to the values about 0.03 state per eV per diamond unit
ell reported in Refs. [8, 11℄. We nd that lo al latti e relaxations due to the presen e of a substitutional
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Fig. 4.
Total (TDOS, a) and partial lo al density of
states (PDOS) at a boron atom in the substitutional
position (b), a arbon atom nearest to the boron atom
( ), and a arbon atom most distant from the boron
atom (d) al ulated for 64 atoms super ell. All ioni
positions are fully relaxed. Energy is given relative to
the Fermi energy

boron atom lead to very small hanges in the ele troni
stru ture of the material. The value of the total density
of states at the Fermi level al ulated for the super ell
with all the atoms pla ed at the ideal positions of the
diamond latti e is 0.063 eV, and the width of the a eptor band is larger by about 0.1 eV ompared to the
al ulations with fully relaxed ioni positions.
We next ompare our al ulated atom-proje ted
density of states for boron and arbon for the system
with 1.563 % of boron atoms at substitutional positions
in diamond. We nd that the lo al density of states for
the boron atom at the Fermi level is two times larger
than for p-ele trons at arbon atoms. From Fig. 4, we
897
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easy to see from Fig. 5b that the s- and p-ele trons of
boron are well separated near the Fermi level and the
boron p-ele trons form a donor band with the width
about 0.5 eV for 1.538 at. % of the interstitial boron.
Boron s-ele trons form their own donor subband 1 eV
below the Fermi level. The lo al density of states for
arbon atoms shows that the s- and p-ele trons in the
valen e band are also separated and their shape is very
lose to that of arbon in the substitutional ase. Comparing the density of states at the arbon atoms that
are nearest or distant neighbors of the boron interstitial
impurity (Figs. 5 and 5d), we an see that boron-indu ed donor states are quite lo alized at boron sites.
Indeed, there is a substantial ontribution from these
states at neighboring arbon atoms but it virtually disappears for distant atoms.
Therefore, the obtained results for systems with
substitutional boron atoms are in better agreement
with experiment. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no experimental reports on the donor states in
BDD, whi h makes the presen e of individual interstitial boron atoms in the samples rather unlikely.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

E; eV

Fig. 5.

The same as in Fig. 4 for a boron atom in the
interstitial position

an learly see the delo alized hara ter of the holes
introdu ed by the boron doping. Indeed, from omparison of Figs. 4 and 4d, where we show the density of states at the arbon atoms that are nearest to
and more distant from the boron impurity, we on lude
that the a eptor states are almost un hanged between
these two atoms. The delo alized hara ter of the hole
states is in agreement with metalli behavior of BDD
with high level of doping [ ; ℄.
It follows from Fig. 5 that in ontrast to samples with substitutional impurities, an interstitial boron
atom indu es additional states in the band gap for the
bulk diamond. This is due to ompletely saturated
hemi al bonds in diamond, whi h for e ele trons from
the boron atom to form a donor state. Be ause of the
high level of doping, the states form a narrow band.
From the atom-proje ted density of states, we onlude that neither the s- nor the p-ele trons of boron
ontribute to the valen e band density of states (states
in the energy range from
to
eV in Fig. 5), in
ontrast to the ase with the substitutional boron. It is
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In summary, we have arried out ombined
experimental ab initio studies of the inuen e of
boron doping on the equilibrium latti e parameter
and the bulk modulus of diamond. The al ulated
dependen es of the ground-state parameters on the
dopant on entration an be used for an interpretation
of experimental results. The al ulations show an
in rease in the latti e parameter with in reasing
boron on entration with a larger slope in the ase
of interstitial impurities ompared to samples with
boron atoms at substitutional positions. The ee t
of ioni relaxations on the latti e parameter for all
super ells under onsideration is found to be small,
although the lo al latti e relaxations ontribute onsiderably to the total energy of BDD. It was found
that substitutional and interstitial boron atoms ae t
ground-state properties and the ele troni stru ture
in dierent ways. The ele troni stru ture hanges
signi antly near the Fermi level. The ele trons of
a substitutional boron atom form a eptor bands,
while the donor bands are observed for interstitial
boron atoms. Based on the omparison of the results
of al ulations with experimental data, we on lude
that the boron atoms substitute the arbon atoms in
diamond rather than o upy interstitial positions. We
note, however, that we onsidered only isolated boron
898
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interstitial impurities in the diamond matrix. The
presen e of more omplex defe ts annot be ex luded
and their study should be of interest.
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